Digital technologies and CAD/CAM systems applied to lingual orthodontics: The future is already a reality
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Lingual orthodontics has been gaining space around the world due to its particularity to offer a discreet treatment option, “invisible”, in “secret” for the correction of malocclusion, combining biomechanical efficiency and enhancement of the smile during treatment.

As the brackets are on the lingual surface, the point of force application is closer to the center of resistance, maximizing the potential of induced tooth movement, which results in faster clinical achievements and significant control over the mechanics.

A landmark study was published in 2001, by Dr. Scuzzo and Dr. Takemoto, which gave new perspective to lingual orthodontics describing the possibility of permanently eliminating compensating bends, with a Straight-Wire system, based on differential bracket positioning, placed more to the cervical region of the tooth. Within this context, the PSWb (Prieto Straight-Wire brackets), a Brazilian bracket that is now in its third generation, was developed based on three principles: more cervical bonding (base without gingival extension beyond the slot, higher gingival wing far from the gums), anterior bracket profile slightly increased (compensation for the Straight-Wire technique can be possible); distal offset in the canine bracket, the second premolar bracket with its profile slightly higher than the first premolar bracket. It is important to mention that this bracket enables the simplified indirect bonding technique as a routine in orthodontics practice, facilitating bonding, mechanics during treatment and finishing (Fig 1).

The development of new technologies in image scanning and digital programs enabled the emergence of systems based on an ideal digital setup as reference for bracket positioning with remarkable accuracy by eliminating laboratory steps and, therefore, the chances of errors in them.

The Orapix® system represents a major advance and was the result of a partnership between a company in South Korea and Dr. Fillion, allowing the use of the Straight-Wire technique in lingual orthodontics, with any kind of brackets.
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and with high precision for their positioning. By scanning the malocclusion models (CAD/CAM) and image capturing by 3TXer software, an ideal virtual numeric setup is built from the data of the orthodontic planning (Fig 2). There is the possibility for the orthodontist to check the virtual setup, or build his/her own setup if he/she prefers (Fig 3). At this stage, the selected brackets are arranged in groups on the digital setup and approximated as much as possible to the lingual aspect (Fig 4). Then, each bracket is checked individually with necessary corrections made in three dimensions. From this point on, the virtual data will be transferred to real malocclusion models by transfer jigs previously arranged on the virtual bracket by the 3TXer software (Fig 5) and lately prototyped in resin. There are two parts in these jigs: one that is attached to the bracket slot and one that fits the buccal surface. Therefore, placing the brackets in these jigs and taking them to the malocclusion model, they adjust in a very reliable way and the space left between the bracket and the lingual surface of the model is filled with resin, forming the pads (Fig 6). Usually, the extension is made of resin, copying the lingual surface and forming the KommonBase, which ensures great adjustment, appreciably reducing debonding events. With the Memosil (Heraeus Kulzer) forming partial trays or with resin custom trays, the indirect bonding is made in the patient’s mouth (Fig 8).

FIGURE 2 - A) Initial scanned model and B) virtual setup of the Orapix System.

FIGURE 3 - Virtual setup checking.

FIGURE 4 - Brackets arranged together for the Straight-Wire technique.

FIGURE 5 - Virtual transfer jig.

FIGURE 6 - Real transfer jig.
In this system, the orthodontist has the responsibility of taking impressions of the patient, sending the dental cast made of special plaster to an Orapix® center, as well as the planning forms filled in detail (describing approach, strategies, type of brackets, sequence of wire and type of anchorage). Planning is important in directing the setup, which is what allows individualization and excellence in the results. After receiving the mounted case, indirect bonding is done and mechanics starts. Finishing is significantly streamlined, and everything once planned on the setup is now obtained as clinical outcome (Fig 9).

Another interesting system is the Incognito®, currently distributed by 3M. This system, designed by Dr. Wiechmann, is also based on a setup, however, this is done in a conventional way, with great quality control. Nevertheless, the orthodontist does not have access to its checking. Later, the setup is scanned (Fig 10) and the image is captured by a specific software on which accessories are designed by copying the lingual surfaces of the teeth (Fig 11). These “custom brackets” are made of a metal alloy which contains gold in its composition and require the same casting process of the prosthetic parts (Fig 12). As gold is a noble metal, it allows low-friction, easier sliding of the wires, polishing associated with this sliding, which theoretically provides a favorable biomechanical system. Yet, it is a system that prioritizes the compensation of the anatomical differences of lingual aspects based on compensating bends, with no possibility of working with straight wires. These bends are performed by robots, with excellent precision, and are difficult to be reproduced by the orthodontist (Fig 13). The orthodontist takes impressions of the patient with elastomeric material, sends the impression and the detailed planning to the company, and subsequently he/she will receive the custom appliance ready for bonding, as well as the sequence of wires. This is one of the most widely spread systems around the world.
The Lingual Jet® system—developed in association with Dr. Gualano and Dr. Baron1, by the same Korean company that developed the Orapix® (in association with Dr. Fillion)—represents a mid-point between the two systems described previously, mixing their main characteristics. The aspects in common with the Orapix system is the fact that they are based on an ideal virtual numeric setup, and display accessories in such a way to allow the use of straight wires for orthodontic mechanics (Fig 14), and the orthodontist has access to the setup.

Regarding the Incognito® system, the common characteristics are the use of custom metal accessories, use of gold alloy to manufacture them (although the possibility of using alternative materials such as titanium or zirconia is being studied; options that may be interesting concerning
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It is very important to emphasize that the diagnosis is paramount in any system, as well as establishing an individualized plan according to the characteristics and needs of each case, in order to achieve the satisfactory completion with excellent results.

allergies, aesthetics and biomechanics). The dispatch process is the same, the orthodontist has to send the patient's models together with the detailed and sequential planning, and then the custom appliance will be sent for bonding and sequence of straight wires.

FIGURE 13 - A) Robots bending the wires and B) individualized archwire.

FIGURE 14 - A) Lingualjet System enabling work with straight wire. B) Lingualjet System with custom brackets.
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